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Obituaries

(1) Keith Oxlee

(2) Jackie McGlew

(3) John Didcott

(4) Ronald MacMillan

(5) Christopher Cresswell

(6) Owen Horwood

Photographs 1, 2, 3 and 6 courtesy The Natal Witness
Photographs 4 and 5 courtesy The University of Natal.
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Later he became a selector, and he was on the Natal panel four years later when he
was begged by the four other members to return to the provincial team to guide a
young backline through their teething problems. So, at the age of 36 and obviously
lacking match practice, Oxlee returned against Eastern Transvaal at King's Park. I
was behind the posts at the city end that day. It was a perfect viewing platform for
those who wanted to watch Oxlee weave his magic, draw defences and then
suddenly switch the direction of the attack.
And it produced one indelible memory of Oxlee at play. Natal had the feed to the
scrum on the halfway line and 15 metres in from touch. As the forwards packed
down, Ox lee signalled to his blind-side wing Malcolm Warner, who started to edge
infield as if about to join an open-field sortie. With our bird's-eye view we could see
the Eastern Transvaal wing leave his post on the touch-line as he followed Warner.
Natal won the scrum and Oxlee ran to the open side, dummied to Warner on his
shoulder but then stopped and flung a long pass back toward touch. Chuffing up
from fullback came Malcolm Swanby who took the ball at full sprint on the
unguarded left touchline and ran 50 metres untouched to the corner flag where loose
forward Richard Steyn was up to score. It was the most simple of moves, but it was
timed to perfection and it worked a treat. And that was Oxlee's secret. He had
timing, vision and excellent handling. And his moves, his tricks, worked.
Oxlee played three more games as he steadied the Natal backline in that 1971
season before slipping back into retirement and seeking out the bowling greens.
The British Lions captain Arthur Smith paid him a warm tribute at the end of
the 1962 series: 'The trouble with Oxlee is that you never know what the blighter
will be doing next.' That is what the King's Park faithful - well, those with long
memories anyway will remember about Keith Oxlee. He brought to rugby an
excitement and a sense of adventure. He prompted the romantic upset when the
small guys occasionally toppled the brawny. And he did it in style.
JOHN BISHOP

Ronald George MacMillan (1910-1998)
Ronald MacMillan, who died in June 1998, joined the University of Natal in
Pietermaritzburg as Professor and Head of the Department of Education in 1957,
and in 1971 became Vice Principal, from which position he retired in 1975. It was a
period during which government policy, hostile to liberal education, became more
pervasively influential, especially as central government's administrative authority
increased. Perhaps that was one reason why, as Vice Principal, he jealously
defended the relative independence of the Pietermaritzburg campus from the central
administration in Durban. MacMillan consistently upheld principles of education
policy and practice to develop open minds, particularly by drawing on his wide
ranging knowledge of Comparative Education - a field in which he published
innumerable articles in international journals. More significant for attitudes in
South Africa was his response to a request from Dr E G Malherbe (then Vice
Chancellor) to organise a National Education Conference in Durban in 1960.
Prominent international figures from the U.S.A., Britain and the Continent were
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among the more than 200 leaders of discussion groups: and the conference was
highly successful in attracting participants from the whole of South Africa. Though
there were papers (published in what may seem an ironic title, Education and Our
Expanding Horizons) by proponents of Christian National Education, the general
tone was liberal, and participants were likely to be encouraged to uphold liberal
principles and practice. MacMillan's own way of doing so was chiefly through
public addresses and membership of numerous institutional and national
committees. He became chairman of the South African Association for the
Advancement of Education in 1965 and was awarded its Gold Medal in 1977. His
mvn specialism was in tertiary education and he was awarded a Fulbright -Hays
grant in 1962/63 to study admission levels to higher education in the USA, a few
years later obtaining a grant to study universities in West Germany.
Professor MacMillan' s own education was by no means on an easy route. for
much of it was achieved by part-time. Born in 1910 in the Transvaal, he obtained
his schooling and professional teachers' certificate there. He went on, while
teaching. to obtain a string of degrees from the universities of the Witwatersrand
and South Africa until the outbreak of war and after it - BSc (1932) in Chemistry
and Geography; BA(l935) in English; MA (1939) in English: BEd (1950) and PhD
(1954). From 1940 to 1946 he was in command of Army Education Services in
Italy. attached to the 6th SA Division. But neither then nor later did he confine
himself to scholarly interests. Athletics was his major sport; he represented South
Africa in 1935 and his record for the 880 yards, created in 1937, remained unbroken
until 1946. It is perhaps not surprising that in his lectures, speeches and
encouragement of staff. metaphors about running a race were frequent and
sometimes mixed. Moreover. he was an interested supporter of many student
sporting activities.
Ronnie MacMillan is survived by his widow, Dulcie, who was throughout a
staunch supporter of his work, and by their sons and grandchildren.
TONY BARRETT

Christopher Cresswell (1933-1998)
Christopher Cresswell came to the University of Natal in 1988 to take up the
appointment as Vice-Principal of the Durban centre with a big reputation as a
scientist. He had published over 200 articles in the field of plant physiology and
biochemistry. The quality and originality of his work had been recognised in the
award of the South African Gold Medal for his work in photosynthetic and nitrogen
metabolism, the Claude Harris Leon Award for work on the indigenous grasses of
the southern African savanna regions, and in his election as a fellow of the Royal
Society of South Africa.
Equally important for the contribution he was to make, he had obtained valuable
insight into developments that were taking place in universities elsewhere in the
world. Apart from teaching at \Vits (where he became professor of botany at the age
of 34). he had studied at Bristol for his PhD and had been visiting professor at
California Santa Cruz, at the Ben Gurion University of Negev in IsraeL and at the
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